Premium Managed Service
Description

Excluding VAT Including VAT

Core Fees (Cover services listed where no additional fees are specified)
Additional Fees (standard charges over and above Core Fees)
Inventory preparation
Optional Fees (charged where you ask us to do things out with Core and Additional services)

Conflicts of Interest

Details of any specific conflict of interest.

Health Secretary Matt Hancock
(centre) hailed the 'national success
story' and reiterated that it was 'our
way out of this pandemic'.
Government (left, Boris Johnson,
yesterday) data up to March 18
shows 49.9 per cent of adults had a
first dose of the vaccine, with an
estimated 73,000 more jabs needed
to pass the halfway mark. Those
figures are expected to be updated
later today. Yesterday the vaccine
drive hit a record high after 660,276
doses were dished out across the
country in the previous 24 hours. It
comes as a top British scientist who is
leading Covid-19 vaccine research
warned the Government faces a
'challenge' to deliver all second jabs
within 12 weeks due to supply issues.
Meanwhile Ursula von der Leyen
threatened to halt exports of
AstraZeneca vaccines if the EU does
not receive its deliveries first, in a
worsening row over delayed
shipments that has caused
international tensions. And a
government scientist warned foreign
trips are 'extremely unlikely' for
Britons this s

Basic Service
Description

Excluding VAT Including VAT

Core Fees (Cover services listed where no additional fees are specified)
Additional Fees (standard charges over and above Core Fees)
Inventory preparation
Optional Fees (charged where you ask us to do things out with Core and Additional services)
Energy Performance Certification (EPC)

600

600

Conflicts of Interest

Details of any specific conflict of interest.

Health Secretary Matt Hancock
(centre) hailed the 'national success
story' and reiterated that it was 'our
way out of this pandemic'.
Government (left, Boris Johnson,
yesterday) data up to March 18
shows 49.9 per cent of adults had a
first dose of the vaccine, with an
estimated 73,000 more jabs needed
to pass the halfway mark. Those
figures are expected to be updated
later today. Yesterday the vaccine
drive hit a record high after 660,276
doses were dished out across the
country in the previous 24 hours. It
comes as a top British scientist who is
leading Covid-19 vaccine research
warned the Government faces a
'challenge' to deliver all second jabs
within 12 weeks due to supply issues.
Meanwhile Ursula von der Leyen
threatened to halt exports of
AstraZeneca vaccines if the EU does
not receive its deliveries first, in a
worsening row over delayed
shipments that has caused
international tensions. And a
government scientist warned foreign
trips are 'extremely unlikely' for
Britons this s

